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LESSON PLAN
Arner Site: Out on the Prairies of Western Nebraska

Resources

Nebraska Department of Education Content Area Standards A1
Getting Started: Inquiry Questions

Have students read the Amer Site section on the Sites Reveal Changing Ways page on the Nebraska Studies site.

http://nebraskastudies.org/pre-1500/sites-reveal-changing-ways/

Then, have students examine and discuss the readings and questions found on the following pages.
Native Americans created features called “pit hearths.” Archaeologists use the word “feature” in a lot of different ways. In this case, a feature is a hole that ancient people dug into the ground. This particular hole was dug to be used for some kind of cooking.

Imagine what would happen if you dug a pit in your backyard. Now imagine you were doing some cooking, so you placed hot rocks and coals in that pit. What would happen after you were done using the pit and centuries passed? The pit would probably fill up with mud and dirt. After many years, it would be very difficult to find that old pit just by looking at the surface of your backyard.

Study the photograph above very carefully. You are looking at a “side view” of a pit just like the one you imagined for your backyard. People dug this pit many centuries ago. Because the land is eroding, this pit has been revealed to us in side view. At the bottom of the pit, you can see rocks. The black spots are ancient coals. The soil that fills the pit is gray in color. The gray color comes from the ash created by ancient fires. Over the centuries the pit filled up with dirt. If the hillside were not eroding away, it would be very difficult to find this ancient pit.

The pit hearths were used to cook plants for eating. The pit hearths were lined with rock and burnable materials and a fire was started. After the coals were hot and the rock had been heated from the fire, the plants needing to be cooked were added. Some water was added into the pits to create steam to help cook the plants faster.

Archaeologists have found very few ancient tools near the pit hearth features. Archaeologists have a difficult time figuring out how these features were built and used.

What kinds of tools would you use to dig a hole like this today? Do you think ancient Nebraskans had access to such tools? Why don’t we find the tools they used near these features? Many of these pits were used in a relatively small area. Ancient Nebraskans could have returned every year to the same spot and built new pits or reused old ones. Why do you think they used lots of small pits and not larger ones?
Have students read the Amers Site section in the Sites Reveal Changing Ways page on the Nebraska Studies site.

http://nebraskastudies.org/pre-1500/sites-reveal-changing-ways/

Then, have students examine and discuss the reading and comprehension questions found on the following page.
Arner Site: Ancient Cooking in the Hills of Western Nebraska (A.D. 200-900)

The badlands are a unique and fascinating feature of western Nebraska, giving you a sense of ever-changing scenery. Water has etched the face of the earth, exposing long-buried traces of history.

Unless otherwise noted, images throughout this lesson are Courtesy of the University of Nebraska-Lincoln (UNL) Department of Anthropology & Geography. The objects photographed for this lesson are from the collections of the UNL Department of Anthropology & Geography.

While the badlands are dry and arid today, 1,500 years ago the area was drastically different. When ancient Nebraskans roamed the area, they saw gently rolling prairies, tall lush grasses, and active streams, very similar to what eastern Nebraska looks like today. Over a thousand years ago, ancient Nebraskans used pit hearths dug into the ground. Little is known about these pit hearth features, but archaeologists have begun doing research, searching for an answer. These features are thought to be all over the western Nebraskan landscape as well as reaching into Wyoming and South Dakota. These features hold the key to understanding ancient Nebraskans’ diet and way of life.

As the climate shifted in the last 1,500 years, the moist environment gave way to drier times. The streams dried up and the grasses disappeared, making the ground surface susceptible to erosional forces.

As you progress through this lesson, you will find out what archaeologists discovered about the pit hearth features and how erosion plays a part in archaeology. You will also learn how climate changes are studied by archaeologists and what those changes meant for ancient Nebraskans.
Setting the Stage: Historical Context

Historical Context: Pit Hearths

Pit hearths were discovered in northwestern Nebraska in the early 1900s. Similar features were found in the adjacent parts of southeastern Wyoming and southwestern South Dakota. The first people to find these features were not archaeologists, but ranchers who owned the land. The “Arner Site” got its name from the owners of the area, Milton and Wilma Arner. Ranchers knew the features were created by ancient Nebraskans and were important enough to preserve and study. They contacted local archaeologists who began to study the pit hearth mystery.

Researchers have asked questions such as what was being burned for fuel? What was the need for deep pits lined with rock? What food could they have been cooking? How large of a food surplus was produced from using these pit hearths? How long ago were these pits in use? Archaeologists believe there are hundreds or thousands of these pit hearths in this area and have studied the Oglala National Grasslands area in Nebraska to determine the research potential of these features. Little visual evidence is left as to the original function of the pit hearths.

Few of these questions can be answered, but new technology has aided in analysis including ways of finding a date as to when these features were used and what residues were found in the pits.

Locating more of these features is difficult due to large amounts of soil that has built up over the pit hearths in the last 1,500 years. In areas were erosion has cut through areas of ancient prairies these features are exposed. By studying where these features have already been found, archaeologists can potentially predict where more might be found.

Without other clues to Native Americans using these areas, archaeologists have to rely on these pit hearths to tell us all about life in western Nebraska 1,500 years ago.
Locating the Site

activity
Maps

Have students read the Arner Site section on the Sites Reveal Changing Ways page on the Nebraska Studies site.

http://nebraskastudies.org/pre-1500/sites-reveal-changing-ways/

Then, have students examine the maps of the Arner Site found on the following pages, and answer the questions.
The pit hearths at the Arner Site lay along the edge of an area of badlands. This area has drastic changes in elevation. Maps that show changes in elevation are often called “relief maps.” Using maps like this one allows archaeologists to see the distances between points and also changes in the elevation between those points.

When archaeologists find a site and take notes, they make sure to record the elevation of the site. This way if artifacts are being eroded downhill, archaeologists can track how far the artifacts move over time. Elevation is usually recorded in feet, using the average sea level as “zero” elevation. All the elevation points in the United States are based off of the level of the sea. Most road maps will give the elevations of cities and mountains. Here the elevations have been color coded with dark gray representing the highest elevations and the light gray representing the lowest elevations.

Questions for Map 1

1. Using the scale in the lower left hand corner, how large is the area where these pit hearth features are found?
2. Six pit hearths were found at the Arner site. If archaeologists found 125 sites that each had six pit hearths, how many pit hearths would be discovered in all?
3. Using the elevation scale to the right of Map 1, are the pit hearths closer to 3,000 feet above sea level or 5,000 feet above sea level?
In order to build a pit hearth, firewood and other materials had to be gathered by Native Americans to fuel the fire. Water was added to the pit hearths for steam heating. Rocks were used to trap heat in the pit hearth and keep the temperatures high. The Jerusalem Artichoke patch had to be harvested and a pit dug nearby.

Questions for Map 2

1. What is the distance between the Arner site and a source for rock?
2. What is the distance between the Arner site and a source of water?
3. The pit hearths at Arner were dug close to the Jerusalem Artichoke patch, instead of close to the rock outcrops or the water. Why do you think that is?
4. Imagine you built a pit hearth in the Jerusalem Artichoke Patch. To use your pit hearth, you will need to gather rocks, firewood, and water. Using the scale on the map, how far would you have to travel to make one trip to get rocks and one trip to get water? Remember: you have to go back to the Jerusalem Artichoke Patch and drop off the first supplies before going for the others - you can’t carry it all at once!
Determining the Facts

Discussion

Have students read the Amer Site section on the Sites Reveal Changing Ways page on the Nebraska Studies site.

http://nebraskastudies.org/pre-1500/sites-reveal-changing-ways/

Then, have students read the supplementary materials on the following pages, and answer the questions.
Student Reading #1: The Arner Site Pit Hearths: How were they used?

Imagine a wide open prairie, stretching as far as you can see, with lush grasses and plants growing in fertile soil. Now imagine that same area 1,500 years later, only now the area is dry with hardly any grass. Wind and water erode the prairie, making it look like a smaller version of the Grand Canyon. We call this area the badlands. The area that you imagined exists in northwestern corner of Nebraska in the White River Region and the Oglala National Grasslands. Between 1,000 and 1,500 years ago, grasses, plants, roots and berries could be found. Evidence of this cooler, moister time period still exists in layers of highly organic soil buried under today’s ground surface. A highly organic soil is very black in color. A black, rich soil is very good for plants.

These black soils are underneath ten meters of drier soils in some places. Why? These dark black soils were covered over by dust and dirt. The dust and dirt was moved by wind and water for 1,500 years. The old black soils that are buried are called “paleosols.”

Archaeologists who study paleosols know that lush stands of grass grew in them for several reasons. First, very old casts of burrowing insects have been found. These insects live in areas where grass, plants, and water are available. Second, pollen from these plants and grasses has been preserved in the soil. By studying the pollen, researchers are able to pinpoint what kind of grasses and plants were growing in the area. Last, blacker soils are more oxygen-rich. Oxygen builds up in soils that have plants living and dying on them. Think about the best farmland in your area. The soil is very dark and rich compared to other, less productive areas where the soil is lighter in color.

As the wind and water have cut through the earth, we are able to see the black layers of soil underneath the ground. Have you ever cut a layered cake? When you pull a piece away, you can see all the layers of frosting and cake. Looking at layers of earth is much like looking at a layered cake. One layer is deposited by wind when the area is dry, and then a different layer of earth is deposited by water during floods. The black soils increased as plants grew and died in those areas during ancient times.

Climate will change over the years. There are times when things are so dry that very few plants can grow. In these drier times, erosion by wind and water moved dust and dirt over the land, covering over the ancient black topsoil. Covering up the old black topsoil took a really long time. Look at Photos 1 and 2 again. Can you see the black, organic layer of soil in the hill side? That took almost 700 years to form!

When plants and grasses grew in the old black topsoil, ancient Nebraskans gathered the plants and used them. Researchers have evidence that ancient Nebraskans used this area because they found pits that are filled with rock, ash and charcoal. These pits measured 50 centimeters in diameter and 75 centimeters deep.

Our diet today includes lots of starchy foods, such as potatoes, corn and rice. These foods are rich in carbohydrates. In addition to starch, there is another kind of carbohydrate people eat called “fructans.” Foods like onions, leeks and Jerusalem artichokes (also known as sun chokes) store plant energy as fructans rather than starch. Since many fructan-rich foods are difficult for
Determined the Facts

people to digest, foods with fructans must be cooked for a long time to make digestion easier. The cooking times for these plants can be two to twelve hours!

So what about all those pit hearths at the Arner site? Researchers think that ancient Nebraskans used this area of Nebraska for short periods of time. They gathered and cooked enough of the plants for their family or for a small group of people. The pits were lined with rock and burnable materials and a fire was started. After the coals were hot and the rock had been heated from the fire, the people cooked the plants by putting them in the heated pit. They added water to the pits to create steam. Steam can help cook plants faster.

Once the plants were cooked, the people removed the plants from the pit hearth. The ancient cooks took the food to their camps. Their camps were far away from the pit hearths. The people could store the cooked food or eat it immediately. By thinking about what artifacts and features are found at an archaeological site, archaeologists can give us an idea of what activities took place.

Comprehensive Questions for Student Reading #1:

1. Many different uses for the pit hearths were analyzed to determine what actually took place at sites like Arner. How many can you remember?
2. What is the correct term for a black layer of dirt that has been buried?
3. What are some of the clues archaeologists have to tell us a paleosol once had grasses and plants growing in it?
4. What do you need to cook plants like Jerusalem artichokes? If you were living in western Nebraska 1,500 years ago, would you have liked to dig pit hearths and cook plants?
5. The cooking times for the plants could be as long as twelve hours. What activities might ancient Nebraskans have been doing while they waited for the plants to cook?
Student Reading #2: Experimental Archaeology and Pit Hearths

Sometimes archaeologists are puzzled about how an artifact or feature was used in the past. An artifact is an object ancient people created that you can hold in your hand, like a pot, an arrow, or a doll. A feature is something that ancient people created that you cannot hold in your hand, like an old fireplace, an ancient house, or an underground pit. By recreating a spear point or a pit hearth, researchers can learn how an ancient item might have been used. This is called Experimental Archaeology.

In Nebraska this kind of research is helpful since a lot of features known as “pit hearths” were found. Pit hearths were pits that ancient people created. They heated the pit hearths with fire for cooking. Modern-day researchers make their own modern pit hearths. These modern people are trying to duplicate the ancient people’s pit hearths, like the ones found at the Arner site. These modern researches want to study the heat and moisture needed to cook ancient foods 1,500 years ago.

Lots of factors go into determining how a pit hearth was used by Native Americans long ago. Researchers thought maybe the size and shape of the pit depended on what the pit would be used for. Archaeologists thought other things might affect the use of the pit hearth, such as the burnable materials used for fuel in the fire and also what kinds of foods were being cooked.

Foods like the Jerusalem artichoke (discussed in Student Reading #1), need to be cooked for a very long time over high heat. Other kinds of food do not require such high temperatures or long cooking times.

Archaeologists wanted to test different methods of cooking to see if the size and shape of a pit hearth would affect the cooking. Three pit hearths were made by the archaeologists to simulate how ancient pit hearths were constructed. The first pit hearth was dug very shallow. The second was dug twice as deep. The third was also dug deep.

Archaeologists built a fire in each of the pit hearths. The first and second pit hearths were exposed to the air until a nice bed of coals developed. The archaeologists then put in rocks and put food packets on top of the rocks. They covered the whole pit and everything inside with a layer of soil to trap the heat in the pit hearth, just like closing the door on an oven.

The third pit was treated differently. Instead of letting the fire die down to a bed of coals, the fire was stoked with the rocks lying right in the fire. This took a lot more fire wood but the temperature was much higher. The food packets were added while the fire was still going and then the soil was used to seal the pit hearth.

By placing “thermocouples” or thermometer probes in the hearth at different places, archaeologists could monitor the temperature changes during the cooking. The most differences were seen between the “bed of coals” method and the “still-burning” fire method. Archaeologists learned that whether the pits were shallow or deep didn’t really affect the cooking. Both the first two pit hearths had readings that were similar during the experimental archaeology test.

The two pit hearths with the bed of coals had lower temperatures than the pit hearth with the still burning fire. Archaeologists could tell the coals produced less heat just by looking at the rocks in the pits. The rocks in the bed of coals were not blackened, but the rocks exposed directly to the fire were blackened by soot and ash. The rocks that were in the fire were already hot when the food was added.
In the pit hearths where the rocks were added after the fire had died down to coals, the rocks actually cooled down the pit. The rocks absorbed the heat from the coals. Even more heat was lost while the archaeologists were waiting for the fire to die down to the bed of coals stage, releasing most of the heat into the air. This is kind of like cooking in an oven with the door open. Archaeologists figured out that plants and roots that require a long cooking time and high temperatures were most likely cooked with rocks placed in a burning fire. The only drawback to the burning fire method is that it required a lot more burnable material to get the rocks heated up before they filled the pit with food. This method might not be the best way to cook things if wood and other burnable materials are scarce. Knowing the ways Native Americans probably cooked plants and roots, archaeologists can draw conclusions from pit hearths from long ago. Rocks inside the pit hearths that are not blackened suggest the “bed of coals” method and might be an indication that firewood was scarce. Archaeologists can not always find evidence of what happened in Nebraska thousands of years ago, but experimenting with the ancient technology may get us closer to an understanding.

Comprehensive Questions for Student Reading #2:
1. What is experimental archaeology?
2. If you were an archaeologist and found only blackened rocks in a pit hearth, what would you conclude?
3. If you had to build a pit hearth, would you use a large fire or a bed of coals to cook something that takes a long time, like Jerusalem Artichokes? Why?
activity

Discussion

Have students read the Amer Site section on the Sites Reveal Changing Ways page on the Nebraska Studies site.

http://nebraskastudies.org/pre-1500/sites-reveal-changing-ways/

Then, have students examine the images on the following pages, and answer the questions.
Archaeologists reconstructed a pit hearth at the Arner Site during the experimental archaeology study. Diagram 1 shows all the different layers that go into making a pit hearth. The term “thermocouple” shown to the left of the pit hearth refers to thermometer probes that were inserted into the pit hearth to monitor the temperature during cooking.

Questions for Diagram 1:

1. The pit hearth measures 75 centimeters deep by 60 centimeters in length by 60 centimeters in width. Using the formula for area (width × length × depth), how many cubic centimeters are found in this pit hearth?
2. Eight different layers can be seen in the pit hearth. If five of the eight layers are made of food, what percentage of layers is taken by the layers that are not food?
3. Each pit hearth is thought to be able to process 132 pounds (60 kilograms) of plant material. If we know that there were six pit hearths at Arner, how many pounds of plant food were potentially processed if all the pits were used at once?
Photo 3: Erosion Damage at the Arner Site

Some of the pit hearth features have been eroded entirely away. In Photo 3, cobbles from the pit are tumbling down the hill. Erosional forces such as wind and water wash away artifacts and features. Some features like the one shown here are scattered about, making it hard for the archaeologists to understand what it looked like originally.

Archaeologists fight against this erosion in order to preserve archaeological sites.

Many sites, however, are not able to be saved and have been completely destroyed. The notes and pictures taken by the archaeologists are sometimes the only evidence that there ever was a site at all.

Questions for Photo 3

1. If you were an archaeologist, could you figure out what the pit used to look like? How would you figure it out?
2. The remnants of this pit hearth will soon be completely eroded out of the hillside. If archaeologists found just the scatter of cobbles, do you think they could tell there used to be a pit hearth here? Why or why not? (Hint: Remember what we learned in Student Reading #2 about blackened rocks.)
3. If you saw a pit hearth eroding out of a hillside, what would you do?
Table 1: Artifacts from a Pit Hearth

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Layer</th>
<th>Chipped Stone Artifacts</th>
<th>Bone</th>
<th>Rock</th>
<th>Comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Charcoal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Charcoal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>Charcoal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Modified Table III-2 of N101-14

Chipped stone artifacts are frequently found in sites. These artifacts are produced when a stone tool is sharpened and small flakes of stone are struck off of a tool. For this pit, chipped stone artifacts, bone and rock were found in different amounts throughout the layers of earth and soil.

Questions for Table 1

1. In which layer were the most rocks found?
2. In which layer were the most chipped stone artifacts found?
3. In which layer(s) were the least amount of items found?
4. Are there any patterns in the chipped stone artifact amounts? What do you think this could mean?
Putting It All Together: Possible Activities

Activity 1: Gathering Expedition

Have your class go on a gathering expedition. If it is not feasible to take a real trip, set up stations around the room where various resources would be located. Give them tasks to gather these resources, but have them add up the time it would have taken them to find and gather the supplies on the prairie. Have them cooperate and build a mock pit hearth, making sure to line the pit with rock and add layers of burnable material. Have them discuss how much water would be needed to produce the steam-heating without releasing all the heat or putting out the fire. How long would it take for the fire to cool down before you could remove the plants? How many people would it take to keep a fire going for 12 hours?

Activity 2: Planning Ahead: Yearly Trips to Harvest the Plants

Have your students divide up into small groups of five or six people. Have them figure out if they were planning a return trip to an area to gather plants for processing, what duties would have to be assigned. Remember: this is an expedition away from the camp where they actually live. You will need supplies for a two-day trip to get to the harvesting area, two days stay while you harvest and cook the plants, and then a return two-day trip. Bringing the cooked plants back will add weight. What tools will you bring along? Where will you sleep at night if you are away from camp? How will you find the place you were last year? What will you do if you can't find any plants at that particular place to harvest?
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Supplementary Resources for Teachers

- https://www.holoweb.com/cannon/jerusale.htm
- https://www.fs.fed.us/r2/nebraska/units/prrd/oglala.html

Some Basic References
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Wandsnider, LuAnn


Wandsnider, LuAnn, Heidi Athan, Jennifer Galindo, and George MacDonell
1995 Ovens of the Oglala: 1994 Archaeological Activities by the University of Nebraska-Lincoln Department of Anthropology in and around the Oglala National Grasslands.
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National Archives: Map Analysis Worksheet

1. TYPE OF MAP (check one)
   .... Raised relief map
   .... Topographic map
   .... Political map
   .... Contour-line map
   .... Natural resource map
   .... Military map
   .... Bird’s-eye view
   .... Artifact map
   .... Satellite photograph/mosaic
   .... Pictograph
   .... Weather map
   .... Other ( )

2. PHYSICAL QUALITIES OF THE MAP (check one or more)
   .... Compass
   .... Handwritten
   .... Date
   .... Notations
   .... Scale
   .... Name of mapmaker
   .... Title
   .... Legend (key)
   .... Other

3. DATE OF MAP

4. CREATOR OF MAP

5. WHERE WAS THE MAP PRODUCED?

6. MAP INFORMATION

   A. List three things in this map that you think are important:
      1. .......................................................................................................................................................................................................
      2. .......................................................................................................................................................................................................
      3. .......................................................................................................................................................................................................

   B. Why do you think this map was drawn?
      ...........................................................................................................................................................................................................

   C. What evidence in the map suggests why it was drawn?
      ...........................................................................................................................................................................................................

   D. What information does the map add to the textbook’s account of this event?
      ...........................................................................................................................................................................................................

   E. Does the information in this map support or contradict information that you have read about this event? Explain.
      ...........................................................................................................................................................................................................
**STEP 1. OBSERVATION**

A. Study the photograph for 2 minutes. Form an overall impression of the photograph and then examine individual items. Next, divide the photo into quadrants and study each section to see what new details become visible.

B. Use the chart below to list people, objects, and activities in the photograph.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PEOPLE</th>
<th>OBJECTS</th>
<th>ACTIVITIES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**STEP 2. INFERENCE**

Based on what you have observed above, list three things you might infer from this photograph.

- ...........................................................................................................................................................................................................
- ...........................................................................................................................................................................................................
- ...........................................................................................................................................................................................................

**STEP 3. QUESTIONS**

A. What questions does this photograph raise in your mind?

- ...........................................................................................................................................................................................................
- ...........................................................................................................................................................................................................

B. Where could you find answers to them?

- ...........................................................................................................................................................................................................
Nebraska Department of Education
Content Area Standards

Social Studies Standards

4
SS 4.3.1 Students will explore where (spatial) and why people, places and environments are organized in the state.
SS 4.3.2 Students will compare the characteristics of places and regions and their impact on human decisions.
SS 4.3.3 Students will identify natural processes in the physical world.
SS 4.3.4 Students will compare and contrast the characteristics of culture statewide.
SS 4.3.5 Students will identify how humans have adapted to and modified different environments in Nebraska.
SS 4.3.6 Students will use geographic skills to make connections to issues and events.
SS 4.4.2 Students will describe and explain the relationships among people, events, ideas, and symbols over time using multiple types of sources.
SS 4.4.4 Students will analyze past and current events, issues, and problems.
SS 4.4.5 Students will develop historical research skills.

8
SS 8.3.1 Students will analyze where (spatial) and why people, places, and environments are organized on the Earth’s surface.
SS 8.3.2 Students will examine how regions form and change over time.
SS 8.3.3 Students will investigate how natural processes interact to create and change the natural environment.
SS 8.3.4 Students will analyze and interpret patterns of culture around the world.
SS 8.3.5 Students will analyze how humans have adapted to different physical environments.
SS 8.3.6 Students will analyze issues and/or events using geographic knowledge and skills to make informed decisions.
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Nebraska
Language Arts Standards

4
LA 4.1.6 Comprehension: Students will construct meaning by using prior knowledge and text information while reading grade-level literary and informational text.
LA 4.2.1 Writing Process: Students will apply the writing process to plan, draft, revise, edit, and publish writing using correct spelling, grammar, punctuation, and other conventions of standard English appropriate for grade-level.
LA 4.3.3 Reciprocal Communication: Students will develop, apply, and adapt reciprocal communication skills.

8
LA 8.1.6 Comprehension: Students will construct meaning by applying prior knowledge, using text information, and monitoring comprehension while reading increasingly complex grade-level literary and informational text.
LA 8.2.1 Writing Process: Students will apply the writing process to plan, draft, revise, edit, and publish writing using correct spelling, grammar, punctuation, and other conventions of standard English appropriate for grade-level.
LA 8.3.3 Reciprocal Communication: Students will develop, apply, and adapt reciprocal communication skills.
Science Standards

SC 8.1.1 Students will design and conduct investigations that will lead to descriptions of relationships between evidence and explanations.

SC 8.1.2 Students will apply the nature of science to their own investigations.

SC 8.3.1 Students will investigate and describe the structure and function of living organisms.
Math Standards

4

MA 4.1.2 Operations: Students will demonstrate the meaning of addition and subtraction of whole numbers and fractions and compute accurately.

MA 4.3.3 Measurement: Students will perform and compare measurements and apply formulas.

MA 4.4.3 Probability: Students will interpret and apply concepts of probability.

8

MA 8.1.2 Operations: Students will compute with exponents and roots.

MA 8.4.1 Representations: Students will create displays that represent data.

MA 8.4.3 Probability: Students will interpret and apply concepts of probability.